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Abstract

Current and forthcoming altimetry satellites provide increasing hydraulic visibility of river surface variabili-
ties. However, due to unobservable river bathymetry and friction, as well as the sampling and quality of remote45

sensing data, discharge estimation remains a challenging problem. This paper proposes a new rigorous method-
ology to estimate stage-fall-discharge laws at any point of a hydrographic network including backwater affected
reaches. This methodology is adapted to operational estimation of discharge from multi-mission satellite altime-
try data. The cornerstone of the method is to take advantage of meaningful hydraulic signatures, including water
surface slopes, simulated by a river network model optimally combined with multi-satellite noisy observations.50

This optimal combination of heterogeneous multi-source data with a river network model is achieved through
variational data assimilation performed using the DassFlow-HiVDI hydraulic model inflowed by MGB regional
hydrological model. It is newly applied to the large and complex Negro-Branco River network in the Amazon
basin. An effective model is obtained by variational calibration using Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A and -3B altime-
try observations between February 2016 and May 2019. A fairly good fit bellow 1m for 80% of the altimetric55

observations is obtained. Using this hydrodynamic model as a fine spatio-temporal extrapolator of hydraulic
quantities, and in particular of multi-scale water surface slope signatures, the parameters of a general SFD law,
as well as the uncertainties estimations, can be constrained at any location within the river network domain
using a Bayesian optimization method. This methodology is tested over 4 virtual stations representing various
hydraulic complexities. Accurate discharge estimates and meaningful SFD parameters are obtained compared to60

those of the reference low Froude model at these locations. Analyses are also performed on a reference case with
fine-scale bathymetry data of the Garonne River, France. The strength of the method lies in its applicability
to noisy multi-satellite data while ensuring physical consistency. It should be applicable in real time to any
river basin, using nadir altimetry only or combined to the forthcoming SWOT data. Moreover, the method
allows to take full advantage, via the hydrodynamic model, of variable water masks observations and physical65
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segmentations of river networks. The method is implemented in the open source hydrodynamic data assimilation
platform DassFlow.

1 Introduction
River discharge estimation is a key issue in hydrological sciences and water management, especially under the on-
going climate change. In order to characterize hydrological fluxes, river discharge is defined as an essential physical70

variable (see Global Climate Observing System (WMO, 2011, 1997)). Streamflow records are classically established
at water level monitoring stations using Stage-Discharge (SD) laws derived from sparse in situ measurements of
water levels and discharge. However, the number of gauging stations is decreasing worldwide (see Fekete and Vörös-
marty [2007]). On the other hand, new generations of earth observation satellites provide an increasing hydraulic
visibility of continental Water Surfaces (WS) variabilities (see Garambois et al. [2017], Montazem et al. [2019]).75

Dynamic estimates of WS Elevations (WSE) are derived from radar altimetry for large rivers (see recent reviews in
Cretaux et al. [2017], Ricko et al. [2012]) or more recently from Lidar measurements (see O’Loughlin et al. [2016],
Zwally et al. [2012]). Although only available at river cross-sections located at the intersection of a satellite nadir
track with a river (so-called Virtual Stations, VS), multi-mission WS measurements are compiled to form relatively
sparse but quickly improving global datasets (e.g. the Hydroweb project1). In addition to decades of nadir altimetry,80

the upcoming NASA/CNES SWOT mission (Surface Water Ocean Topography mission, expected to be launched
in 2022) will provide an unprecedented near global dynamic mapping of river WS height, width and slope (e.g.
Alsdorf et al. [2007], Biancamaria et al. [2016], Durand et al. [2010], Rodríguez et al. [2020], Rodriguez et al. [2018],
Rodríguez et al. [2012]). Nevertheless, discharge estimation from satellite data remains a challenging problem be-
cause of: (i) nonlinear open channel flow physics and hydrological processes, (ii) their limited observability but also85

the sampling and quality of remote sensing data, (iii) uncertain or even unknown channel bathymetry and/or fric-
tion and/or lateral exchanges for many rivers, (iv) the correlated effect of those flow controls on the WS (observable).

Open-channel inverse problems have been studied relatively recently in a satellite data context and assuming more
or less unknown hydraulic parameters (see Biancamaria et al. [2016] for a review and also Larnier et al. [2020] and90

references therein). Satellite altimetry measurement scales enable to observe mostly low Froude flows as remarked
in Garambois and Monnier [2015]. The estimation of river discharge from satellite and ancillary data is investigated
using flow models of different complexities, from simple algebraic models (e.g. Bjerklie et al. [2003, 2005], Durand
et al. [2014], Garambois and Monnier [2015], Leon et al. [2006], Paris et al. [2016], Smith et al. [1996]) to dynamic
and spatially distributed models with data assimilation systems (e.g. Biancamaria et al. [2011], Brisset et al. [2018],95

Paiva et al. [2013b], Pujol et al. [2020], Schneider et al. [2018], Wongchuig-Correa et al. [2020]), eventually combined
to algebraic low complexity systems based on the low Froude model for real-time estimates [Larnier et al., 2020].
The present contribution originally combines the advantages of both approaches: (i) using a fine hydrological-
hydraulic river network model integrating, via variational data assimilation, multi-satellite data and (ii) enabling
to derive hydraulically meaningful local discharge laws adapted to backwater affected reaches and to operational100

discharge estimates from multi-mission altimetric data.
Concerning at-a-station discharge laws, Smith et al. [1996] calibrated width-discharge rating curves, i.e. hydraulic
geometry relationships [Leopold and Maddock, 1953], from effective width derived from ERS1 SAR images of the
braided Tanana River (Alaska) and discharges from a model. Next, a general flow resistance equation, similar to
Manning equation and adapted to in bank river discharge estimation with remote sensing data, is proposed and105

adjusted using statistical methods and a ground based dataset in Bjerklie et al. [2003, 2005]. Recently, Birkinshaw
et al. [2010] used the equations from Bjerklie et al. [2003], water depth estimated from altimetric data ERS-2 and

1http://hydroweb.theia-land.fr
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ENVISAT and WS width from Landsat imagery to estimate discharge on the Mekong River. In Paris et al. [2016],
altimetric rating curves are calibrated using water levels at 711 ENVISAT and 209 Jason-2 virtual stations and
discharges simulated by the hydrological–hydrodynamic model MGB (portugese acronym of Modelo de Grandes110

Bacias, see e.g. Collischonn et al. [2007], Paiva et al. [2013a]) over the Amazon basin. Similar methodologies were
subsequently applied on large basins such as the Congo River basin [Paris et al., 2020] and the Ogooue River basin
[Bogning et al., 2020], but also on smaller scale basins [Andriambeloson et al., 2020]. Using a 1D hydraulic model
of a 135 km reach of the Brahmaputra River validated on Saral/Altika altimetric data, Dhote et al. [2020] build
simple rating curves at 4 virtual stations. For backwater affected river reaches, hence reaches with stage-discharge115

hysteresis, the method of Paris et al. [2016] uses WS slopes estimated from altimetric data to constrain the discharge
estimation. Indeed, WS slope enables to measure the signatures triggered by transient flow effects and potential
variable backwater from downstream conditions. WS slope is required in the so-called Stage-Fall-Discharges (SFD)
law that is adapted to reaches with variable flow energy slope - see bibliography and SFD investigations using
a Bayesian method with in situ data in Mansanarez et al. [2016] and with fine-scale hydraulic model outputs in120

Mansanarez et al. [2019].
However, an accurate WS slope estimation using altimetric data only remains difficult, because of measurements
spatio-temporal sparsity and errors. Their physical extrapolation in space and time can be leveraged by using a
fine river network flow model. Indeed, recent progress have been made in fine river network flow modeling us-
ing/assimilating multi-satellite data (e.g. Fleischmann et al. [2020], Garambois et al. [2020a], O’Loughlin et al.125

[2020], Paiva et al. [2013b], Pujol et al. [2020], Schneider et al. [2018]). These models enable a fairly good fit to
the altimetric data (e.g. O’Loughlin et al. [2020], Pujol et al. [2020] respectively on the Congo and Amazon basins)
and simulating realistic hydraulic signatures. Those have seldom been used to estimate stage-fall-discharge laws
with simulated WS slopes, including at newly acquired virtual stations. Moreover, investigating simulated WS
slope signatures at fine scale, in relation to river segmentation scales and hydraulic controls (cf. Montazem et al.130

[2019]), is relevant given the hydraulic visibility [Garambois et al., 2017] expected from the future SWOT mission
at relatively long spatial wavelength for the slope terms especially for low slope rivers [Rodríguez et al., 2020]. A
new method is presented here for deriving SFD laws from flow signatures simulated by a fine river network model
in coherence with multi-satellite data, and using Bayesian optimization.

135

Reaching consistency between the hydraulic signatures simulated by a river network model and sparse multi-
satellite data is crucial to take advantage of their informative content. This can be achieved via data assimilation
techniques. Recent studies investigate the assimilation of WS observables for hydraulic modeling and parameter
inference, with sequential or variational methods (see review in Biancamaria et al. [2016]).
Concerning sequential methods, in Paiva et al. [2013b], the ensemble Kalman filter is applied to correct discharges140

simulated by the MGB large scale hydrological model over the Amazon basin via the assimilation of ENVISAT WS
anomalies at 212 virtual stations. They also experiment the use of in situ discharge data from 109 gauges or alti-
metric discharge from 287 virtual stations from Getirana and Peters-Lidard [2013]. Emery et al. [2018] introduced
a spatial localization treatment in the Kalman filter for correcting the storage and discharge of the ISBA-CTRIP
model of the Amazon basin via the assimilation of discharges obtained with the altimetric rating curves of Paris145

et al. [2016] at 368 ENVISAT virtual stations. They point out the low temporal sampling of the ENVISAT data
and the potential interest of combining multi-mission data, confirmed in Emery et al. [2020]. In Brêda et al. [2019],
a hydraulically-based variance and covariance is introduced in the Ensemble Kalman filter method to assimilate
multi-mission altimetry data in the MGB model and correct the effective river bathymetry.
The Variational Data Assimilation (VDA) approach (e.g. Cacuci et al. [2013] and references therein) used in the150

HiVDI inverse method Larnier et al. [2020] is well-suited to accurately infer hydraulic parameters of dynamic models
(see Brisset et al. [2018], Larnier et al. [2020], Oubanas et al. [2018] with synthetic SWOT data and Garambois
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et al. [2020a], Pujol et al. [2020], Tuozzolo et al. [2019] also considering real data). It consists in fitting the hy-
draulic model response to observed WS variations by optimizing, in a variational framework, parameters among
in/outflows, channel bathymetry and friction. Recall that the simultaneous inference of all those flow controls in a155

shallow water model from WS observables only is an ill-posed inverse problem because of their correlated influence
on WS (cf. Larnier et al. [2020]). Inferable channel parameters patterns but also inferable discharge frequencies
given data spatio-temporal sparsity are investigated in Brisset et al. [2018] and Larnier et al. [2020] from synthetic
SWOT data (dense in space) and in Garambois et al. [2020a] and Pujol et al. [2020] using ENVISAT or synthetic
SWOT data. Hydraulic model construction from multi-satellite data and simultaneous inference of discharge and160

channel parameters using VDA is investigated on ungauged rivers in the Amazon basin in [Garambois et al., 2020a,
Pujol et al., 2020]. A 71 km braided portion of the Xingu River with a single inflow [Garambois et al., 2020a] and
a 800 km long reach of the Negro River with multiple inflows from MGB model Pujol et al. [2020] are studied with
the DassFlow 1D hydraulic model [Brisset et al., 2018] and the HiVDI inverse method [Larnier et al., 2020].
Meaningful hydraulic signatures are obtained with a fairly good fit to altimetry data in Pujol et al. [2020] on a long165

and nearly ungauged river portion using a hydrological-hydraulic approach calibrated with VDA (DassFlow). This
approach is therefore adequate to simulate fine hydraulic variability from sparse multi-satellite data and extrapolate
SFD laws at any virtual station, including newly acquired ones.
Optimally combining sparse multi-mission altimetry data with a coupled hydrological-hydraulic model of river net-
work via VDA is newly investigated here. Besides, it is newly addressed that the physically meaningful and "satellite170

compatible" flow signatures obtained, including WS slopes, enable to extrapolate altimetric SFD laws at any virtual
station on the spatio-temporal domain.

In order to allow operational estimation of discharge from altimetry data, the present contribution proposes a
rigorous methodology to estimate SFD laws amenable to sparse multi-mission altimetry data and reaches affected175

by variable friction slope. The proposed method is based on a river network hydraulic modeling performed with
DassFlow-1D using inflows from the large scale hydrological model MGB, and calibrated on multi-mission altimetric
data using VDA. A general SFD law is used and its parameters are estimated from altimetric data and hydraulic
model outputs, including multi-scale WS slopes and discharge. These parameters are computed using a MCMC
(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithm that also enables to estimate the uncertainty (following Le Coz et al. [2014],180

Mansanarez et al. [2019], Paris et al. [2016]),
The method is applied on the Negro-Branco river network located in the Amazon basin and representing a challeng-
ing case including anabranching reaches, confluences and backwater affected reaches. The multi-satellite dataset
contains altimetric data from Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A and -3B and covers the period from February 2016 to May
2019.185

The added value of using model derived WS slopes to estimate rating curve parameters is investigated along with
the link to "hydraulic geometry" coefficients and their spatial variations. The extrapolation of discharge outside the
altimetry calibration set is tested.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the different flow models and how they are calibrated. Section
3 introduces the study zone, the multi-satellite data and the different hydrological quantities computed by the river190

network flow model. Section 4 presents the numerical experiments and their results, and Section 5 is dedicated to
discussions.

2 Flow models and observables
This section presents the flow models and the inverse method for integrating multi-satellite data and deriving
hydraulically meaningful flow lines, WS slopes and SFD relationships over a river network domain. The method is195
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based on the following: (i) the 1D Saint-Venant river network flow model weakly coupled to the MGB hydrological
model to account for spatially distributed hydrological fluxes, (ii) the computational inverse method HiVDI (see
Brisset et al. [2018], Larnier et al. [2020]) enabling to calibrate the hydraulic model (of a large river network here)
on multi-satellite data (see e.g. Pujol et al. [2020]), (iii) the SFD laws enabling to estimate discharge by taking into
account (iv) the uncertainties from satellite data and the outputs of the hydrodynamic model. These components200

of our method are introduced in this section in the same order.

2.1 River network flow model
A river network domain Ω is described by connected close-line segments. For a flow cross-section orthogonal to the
main (longitudinal) flow direction of curvilinear abscissa x ∈ Ω (distance from downstream), at time t ∈ [0, T ], let
A(x, t) be the flow cross-sectional area

[
m2] and Q(x, t) the discharge

[
m3.s−1] such that Q = UA with U(x, t)205

defined as the longitudinal cross-section averaged velocity
[
m.s−1]. The 1D Saint-Venant equations in (A,Q)

variables at a flow cross-section write as follows:∂tA+ ∂xQ = klatqlat

∂tQ+ ∂x

(
Q2

A

)
+ gA∂xZ = −gASf + klatUqlat

(1)

where Z(x, t) is the WSE [m] and Z = (zb + h) with zb(x) the river bed level [m] and h(x, t) the water depth [m],
g is the gravity magnitude

[
m.s−2], qlat(x, t) is the lineic lateral discharge

[
m2.s−1] and klat is a lateral discharge

coefficient chosen equal to one here since we consider inflows only.210

The friction term Sf is classically parameterized with the empirical Manning-Strickler law established for uniform

flows |Q|Q
K2A2R

4/3
h

where K is the Strickler coefficient
[
m1/3.s−1], Rh(x, t) = A/Ph the hydraulic radius [m], Ph(x, t)

the wetted perimeter [m].
Let us recall the Froude number definition Fr = U/c which compares the cross-section averaged flow velocity U to
pressure wave celerity c =

√
gA
W

[
m.s−1] where W is the flow top width [m].215

The Saint-Venant equations (1) are solved on each segment of the river network and the continuity of the flow
between segments is ensured by applying an equality constraint on water levels at the confluence between two
segments.
Boundary conditions are classically imposed (subcritical flows here) at the boundary nodes with inflow discharges220

Q(t) at upstream nodes and WSE Z(t) at downstream node; lateral hydrographs qlat(t) at in/outflow nodes. The
initial condition is defined as the steady state backwater curve profile Z0 (x) = Z (Qin (t0) , qlat,1..L (t0)) for hot-
start. This 1D Saint-Venant model is discretized using the classical implicit Preissmann scheme (e.g. Cunge [1980])
on a regular grid of spacing ∆x using a double sweep method enabling to deal with flow regimes changes with a
one-hour time step ∆t. This is implemented in the DassFlow computational software [Monnier and Larnier, 2018].225

2.2 The computational inverse method
The inverse method employed here to calibrate the spatially distributed friction against altimetric data is the VDA
method presented in Larnier et al. [2020]. The principle of this inverse method is to estimate the (discrete) flow
controls that minimize the discrepancy between the observed and simulated flow lines, Zobs and Z(k) respectively,
the latter depending on the unknown parameters vector k through the hydrodynamic model described in the section230

2.1. In this study, the control vector consisting in spatially distributed friction patches is k = (K1, ...,KN )T as
done in Garambois et al. [2020a], Pujol et al. [2020] and proposed in 2D in Monnier et al. [2016]. The water level
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discrepancy is measured with a classical quadratic cost function:

j(k) =
∑
p=1

∑
n=1

(Z(k;xn, tp)− Zobs(xn, tp))2 (2)

From now, p denotes the index of the satellite overpass, n denotes the index of a virtual station and the N + 1235

virtual stations divide the river in N patches.
The calibration consists in finding an optimal control vector such that: k∗ = argmin

k
j(k). This minimization

problem is solved using the L-BFGS-B algorithm presented in Gilbert and Lemaréchal [1989] and available in the
python library scipy.optimize2. It is a Quasi-Newton descent algorithm requiring the evaluation of the cost function
gradient ∇j(k) that is computed by solving the adjoint model; the latter is obtained by automatic differentiation240

using Tapenade software [Hascoet and Pascual, 2013]. The misfit between the model outputs and the observations
is measured with (2). The Morozov discrepancy principle is applied to avoid overfitting of the model and reaching
a misfit below measurement error, which order of magnitude is roughly 10cm for our altimetric data. The stopping
criteria are based on the evolution of the cost function (relative difference between the costs at two consecutive
optimization iterations less than 2× 10−9) and the maximum of its gradient (max(∇j(k)) ≤ 1). The VDA method245

is used for the calibration of the flow control vector and leads to physically meaningful flow lines that goes through
a noisy altimetric data cloud.

2.3 Stage-Fall-Discharge laws
This section proposes SFD laws adapted for operational discharge estimations from satellite altimetric data and250

river network model outputs.
In the case of a locally variable friction slope, and hence a stage-discharge hysteresis, SFD approach is commonly
applied to estimate discharge from WS observations including WS slope (cf. Mansanarez et al. [2016], Paris et al.
[2016]). Indeed, WS slope enables to measure signatures triggered by combinations of hydraulic controls: unsteady
boundary conditions and backwater effects at confluences for instance - see signatures analysis in a satellite context255

in Garambois et al. [2017, 2020a], Montazem et al. [2019], Pujol et al. [2020] with multiple inflows.

A simple and rigorous framework is proposed here to derive SFD relationships using physically meaningful
flow lines and slopes simulated with a hydrodynamic model integrating sparse multi-satellite observations of river
networks. The optimized hydrodynamic model can be seen as a powerful spatio-temporal interpolator/extrapolator260

of sparse multi-satellite and in situ data considering river flow physics. It enables to extrapolate in space and time
fine hydraulic signatures, which can be triggered by combinations of hydraulic controls, on the river domain and
provide meaningful constrains for SFD laws written here.

2.3.1 From flow resistance to SFD

The discharge of gradually varied flows (cf. Chow [1964]) can be locally (at a cross-section) related to the friction265

slope as:
Q = κS

1/2
f =

∏
pαi
i (3)

with κ the conveyance (e.g. Dingman [2009]). The conveyance is inversely proportional to a friction parameter ρ
(p1 = 1/ρ) and proportional to the product of flow parameters pi with the corresponding exponent αi as written in

2see the documentation of the minimize function of the scipy.optimize library and its implementation of the LBFGS algorithm in
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/optimize.minimize-lbfgsb.html
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Rodríguez et al. [2020]. Note that an infinity of empirical parametrizations of flow resistance could be possible such
as Chezy or Manning-Strickler ones for open channel flows (classical parameters values are recalled in the appendix,270

see Tab. 8).
Out of the inflow points and under the low Froude assumption in a satellite altimetry context ([Garambois and
Monnier, 2015], typically Fr < 0.3), the momentum equation in the system (1) reduces to an equality between the
WS slope S = −∂xZ and Sf which combined to Manning-Strickler parametrization (see Sec. 2) under steady state
gives the low Froude equation:275

Q = KAR
2/3
h S1/2 (4)

Low Froude discharges will be denoted QlFr in the following. For rivers with large width-to-depth ratio and
assuming rectangular cross-sections, the above expression simplifies in Q = KWh5/3S1/2 = KW (Z − blFr)5/3S1/2

with W the river top width, h and Z respectively the flow depth and level, blFr the effective river bottom elevation
in the low Froude model. The low Froude model under the wide rectangular cross-sections assumption can be
generalized into a SFD law:

Q = αW β(Z − bsfd)γSδ (5)

This SFD law enables to deal with stage-discharge hysteresis and is amenable to satellite observables. Note that
with β = 1, γ = 5/3 and δ = 0.5, the general SFD defined by (5) corresponds to a low Froude model assuming
wide rectangular cross-sections. Parameters of the general SFD model will be calibrated in the following using
hydrodynamic model outputs integrating sparse satellite altimetry data and optical water masks. This river network
model enables to simulate the required hydraulic quantities Q and S, even outside the sparse spatio-temporal sample280

of altimetry data used for calibration. SFD discharges will be denoted Qsfd in the following - note that β is set to
1 or 0 and some/all the other parameters will be optimized.
Note that SFD are estimated in Mansanarez et al. [2016] in a situ measurements context using piecewise SFD laws to
handle the transition to backwater affected regime, and in Paris et al. [2016] in a satellite altimetry context without
fine WS slope estimates. The present method uses a generalized SFD law and flow signatures from a hydrodynamic285

network model enabling to continuously handle flow conditions and non-linearities over a river network.

2.3.2 Computation of SFD laws coefficients

The coefficients of a SFD power law (5) can be computed at a point where the discharge and the flow vein features
are known at times tp, p ∈ [1, ..., P ] using optimization. One can choose to optimize more or less parameters
depending on channel-flow complexity for instance (see Sec. 4.1.1).290

Let η be a subset of the set of parameters {α, γ, δ, bsfd}. The goal is to find optimal SFD coefficients that satisfy
η∗ = argmin

η
ε(η) with ε the quadratic error between the discharge computed using a SFD law (5) Qsfd and a target

discharge Q such that: ε(η) =
∑P
p=1(Q(tp)−Qsfd(S,Zobs,W ; tp; η))2.

In the context of discharge estimation using WS elevations from altimetric data, the target discharge and the slope
are the outputs of the river network model (see Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.1).295

This optimization can be performed as long as the system to resolve is over-determined, i.e. when there are more
observations than parameters (#η ≤ P ). Depending on the unknown SFD parameters in η embedded in the SFD
expression that is a product, the optimization problem is more or less difficult.

To compute SFD parameters and uncertainties, a widely used Bayesian inference method is chosen: the Monte-300

Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC, see e.g. Gelman et al. [2013]) algorithm. Bayesian inference seeks to find the
distribution of p(η|Q) in our context. An MCMC algorithms enables to sample distributions using a Markov chain
and its properties. The MCMC algorithm being based on the construction of a sampled distribution sequence, the
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algorithm has to be initialized and input and target distribution types chosen.
First, the distribution of the discharge is assumed to be normal of mean µQ = Qsfd(η). The advantage of using305

stochastic algorithms instead of deterministic algorithms is that the target is a distribution. Hence, the standard
deviation of the desired distribution provides an estimate of the uncertainty of the SFD relationship. If the un-
certainty on the observations and on the SFD law parameters are known, the standard deviation of the desired
distribution can be set by the user. However, when a part of the uncertainty is unknown, the expression of the
standard deviation of the distribution can be specified and coefficients of the expression can be added as parameters310

to infer. Le Coz et al. [2014] discusses the use of affine standard deviations written σsfd = σ1Q + σ2 and such
standard deviations are used in Mansanarez et al. [2016], assuming a constant standard deviation at low flows
and linear at higher flows. We also use the same affine standard deviation and add σ1 and σ2 in the set of SFD
parameters to be estimated using the MCMC algorithm.
Initial, prior distributions of the parameters are needed for the initialization. In Mansanarez et al. [2016], estimates315

of the parameters of the affine standard deviation are provided from (in situ) measurements and the estimation of
the measurements error provides uncertainties. However, in the present ungauged context, we do not have such
estimates for our coefficients and for the uncertainties. Hence, we use uniform distributions with parameters defin-
ing relatively wide intervals not to be restrictive (see Tab. 1). For the coefficients β, γ, δ and bsfd, the uniform
law is centered around the value given by the Manning-Strickler equation (4) and the boundaries are given by the320

experience (mostly, negative coefficients must be avoided). For the coefficient α, the support is wider to compensate
the other parameters. As for the other parameters, the prior distributions of the standard deviation σ1 and σ2 are
set uniform on a very large interval since no estimates are known.

parameter α γ δ bsfd σ1 σ2

distribution U(0, 1016) U(0, 10
3 ) U(0, 1) U(zb − 1.5, zb + 1.5) U(0, 106) U(0, 106)

325

Table 1 – Parameters of the SFD law (5) and associated prior distributions.

The MCMC provides a sampled distribution of the different parameters. The parameters are then estimated from
this discretized distribution by the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP, see e.g. Gelman et al. [2013]) estimation of the
expected value.
The choice of the subset η (i.e. the sought parameters of the SFD law (5)) and the estimation of the slope are330

explored in the following.

3 Study zone and calibrated river network model
The study zone consists of a real branched river network in the Amazon basin for which are available a large
scale hydrological model and a rich multi-satellite dataset composed of multi-mission altimetric data and optical
observations. An effective river network hydraulic model is set up in coherence with both hydrological fluxes and335

satellite observations of river surface deformations. This model will then be used as spatio-temporal extrapolator of
hydraulic variables, especially slope and discharge. This extrapolation will enable to compute SFD law’s coefficients
(as in Sec. 2.3.2) and hence to estimate the discharge on the river network domain.

3.1 Study area and multi-satellite data
The Negro-Branco River network This river network has to be chosen because of its size, complexity and340

satellite observability.
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We focus on one of the major rivers in the Amazon basin and in the world, the Negro River. We consider the reach
that is upstream of the city of Manaus (where the Negro River encounters the Solimoes River to form the Amazon
River) up to Sao Gabriel da Cachoeira (860km long reach). We also consider its major tributary the Rio Branco
(548km long reach) up to Boa Vista. The other tributaries are included as lateral inflows (see yellow circles on Fig.345

1).
Note that the confluence with the Solimoes river triggers strong backwater controls, mostly affecting the down-
stream part of this river network (see analysis in Montazem et al. [2019], Pujol et al. [2020]).
At their upstream point, the drained area of the Rio Negro and Rio Branco are respectively around 209000km2 and
9700km2. At the Negro-Branco confluence, the area drained by the network is about 596000km2 while it reaches350

704000km2 downstream at Manaus.

Sao Gabriel

confluence

Manaus

Figure 1 – Study zone and observability: the Negro-Branco River network in the Amazon basin with hydrological
inflow points in yellow, and multi-mission virtual stations locations - S3A stations in blue, S3B stations in red and
J3 stations in purple.

Altimetric data The used multi-satellite database of WSE is composed of altimetric observations of Jason-3
(J3), Sentinel-3A and -3B (S3A and S3B) satellites.
The satellite J3 orbit provides data every 10 days while the satellites S3A and S3B provide data every 27 days. Two355

consecutive tracks are separated at the equator by 160km for J3 and 100km for S3A and S3B. The intersections
between the satellite tracks and the river define the virtual stations (VS), respectively 7, 22 and 22 with J3, S3A
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and S3B ground tracks (see VS on 1).
These data cover a time window between March 2016 and September 2020 and the space time representation (see
Fig. 2) highlights the observed flow signatures variabilities: typical inter-annual variations with seasonal floods in360

this tropical hydrological regime (the highest flow is around t = 1200 days and the lowest around t = 600 days).
This map also illustrates the sparsity of the data that is reduced considering multi-missions satellite data. However,
the spatio-temporal resolution is still insufficient to compute accurate reach scale WS slopes (especially on the Rio
Branco which presents a North-South pattern with comparatively less intersections with satellite ground tracks).
A drawback of using multi-mission datasets lies in the difficulty to estimate accurate inter-mission biases. A rough365

estimate of this bias is obtained by comparing the time series at cross-overs and is applied to the altimetric data to
ensure the compatibility from one VS to another.
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Figure 2 – Time and space map of the free surface elevation from multi-mission altimetric observability. The J3
stations are recognizable by the temporal density of the data at a station (x ≈ 300km on the Rio Branco for
example) and the S3B stations by the beginning of the mission around t = 1000days (x ≈ 600km on the Rio Branco
for example).

River width In order to build an effective hydraulic model, longitudinal river width variations are estimated (as
in Pujol et al. [2020]) at each VS using the Peckel water mask (see Pekel et al. [2016] and Fig. 1). For anabranching370

river sections, the effective width consists in the sum of the top width of all channels at the virtual station.

3.2 Construction of the hydrodynamic model
In order to estimate the spatio-temporal variations in discharge and WSE from the Saint-Venant flow equations
(1), one needs to provide boundary conditions and channels parameters. That is here (fluvial flows) an estimation
of the upstream inflow discharge hydrograph, the lateral inflow discharge hydrographs and the downstream water375

level, as well as river channel bathymetry and friction. Recall from Sec. 2.1 that the initial condition is set as
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the steady state backwater curve profile, the uneven spatial step ∆x ≈ 200m and the time step ∆t = 1h. Given
the multi-satellite dataset of WSE and width longitudinal profile, an effective 1D hydraulic model is set up on the
Negro-Branco River network, including anabranching portions, following the methodology proposed in Pujol et al.
[2020].380

Hence, the model consists in (i) a 1D Saint-Venant model (1) applied here on a large branched network (ii) based
on effective cross-sections defined from multi-satellite data and (iii) inflowed by the large scale hydrological model
MGB (see Collischonn et al. [2007], Paiva et al. [2013b], Pontes et al. [2017]).

Hydrology-hydraulics setup (MGB-DassFlow network): The hydraulic model is inflowed with MGB time
series at daily time step upstream of the river domain (2 inflows) and at 24 tributaries for the Negro River and 9385

tributaries for the Branco River. These inflows correspond to the 35 catchment cells inflowing the Negro-Branco
river network cells in the large scale hydrological model MGB (see Collischonn et al. [2007], Pontes et al. [2017]). In
our hydraulic model DassFlow, only inflows are considered in this study. Some relatively small negative discharge
(698 negative values over 45804 values and on 13 of the tributaries) values are thresholded to 0. This is a reasonable
hypothesis given small outflows (locally the highest outflow is less than 4.9% of the minimal discharge in the main390

channel) and because the scope is not to study the hydrological functioning of the basin but effective SFD laws
inference in relation with hydraulics controls. These daily time series cover the time window between mid March
2016 and end of September 2020.

Effective 1D river channels construction An effective 1D river channel is built from the available multi-
satellite data (altimetry and width) at virtual stations following Garambois et al. [2017] and Pujol et al. [2020].395

The cross-section shape is rectangular which is a reasonable hypothesis given the high width-to-depth ratio of the
Negro River (see Latrubesse and Franzinelli [2005]). The effective cross-sections width W is imposed at virtual
stations from the top width measured from the (optical) water mask presented above.
The unknown channel bottom elevation zb in (1) or equivalently bsfd in (5) is obtained following Pujol et al. [2020]
using the effective bottom elevations from altimetric discharge laws (see Paris et al. [2016]) with β = 0 and δ = 1

2400

in the SFD law (5). The calibration of the hydraulic model is done using the WSE Zobs (at every VS and on a time
window between March 2016 and 1st January 2019, see Fig. 2) and the discharge computed by MGB (see previous
paragraph). Hence, a reference bathymetry zb is obtained at the altimetric virtual station/satellite scale.
Due to the lack of information out of the VS at the scale of current altimetric data, the channel shape is linearly
interpolated in-between the VS in order to provide an effective channel geometry in the network. It contains the405

required complexity, including stage-discharge hysteresis, given the scope of this paper. This complexity is enough
for a meaningful hydraulic calibration and for deriving SFD laws, at any VS located in the river network domain Ω
and time window, using hydraulic signatures (see slopes in Fig. 3).

Effective friction calibration from multi-mission altimetry A calibration of the river network model is
performed in order to fit it as well as possible to the altimetric observations. The river network model (1) is410

inflowed with MGB discharge time series. Its downstream boundary condition is set using the water level time
series from the most downstream altimetric VS. The model is fitted on altimetric data at virtual stations using the
inverse method explained in section 2.2. The control vector consists in spatially distributed friction coefficients as
done in Garambois et al. [2020a], Pujol et al. [2020]. Constant friction patches are defined for each reach in-between
two consecutive virtual stations (dashed lines on Fig. 3) to avoid over-parameterization while having enough free415

parameters to fit spatially distributed altimetric time series. Hence, the control k = (K1, ...,KN ) is composed of
constant Strickler friction coefficients on the N patches of the river domain defined in-between the N altimetric
virtual stations that will be considered for the calibration of the hydrodynamic model.
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The time period considered for calibration consists in the 117 first days corresponding to a wide range of flow
regimes. This time window implies that the calibration is performed on the S3A and J3 data (resp. blue and green420

dashed lines on Fig. 3, 29 virtual stations and not using the S3B data, cyan dashed lines on Fig. 3). The optimal
Strickler coefficients (red lines on Fig. 3) are consistent with usual values (between 5 and 40) and especially those
found in Pujol et al. [2020] on the Negro River with ENVISAT data. Note that in the present case, a calibration
over the whole first year, that is including annual flood propagation and recession dynamics, leads to a similar
friction pattern. Hence the simulated hydraulic variabilities include similar hysteresis and the slope profiles are very425

similar. Finer altimetric datasets with unstationary estimates of data uncertainties would be needed to perform
more advanced calibrations.
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Figure 3 – Spatial patterns of channel parameters of the river network hydraulic model: width W determined from
water extent images, Strickler friction coefficient K calibrated against altimetric data (control points at the virtual
stations). The dashed vertical lines are the location of the VS (blue and cyan for resp. Sentinel-3A and -3B, and
green for Jason-3) and the location of the confluence of the Negro-Branco river network (in red).

3.3 Space-time simulation of hydraulic quantities with the river network model
The set of coefficients η of a SFD law (5) is calibrated using the MCMC calibration method presented in Sec. 2.3.2,
considering the WSE time series of Zobs at a given satellite virtual station, the target discharge Qsw, and the WS430

slope S of the river network model at satellite observation times.
As a matter of facts, accurate discharges and slopes are hardly inferable at fine scale from satellite altimetry data
only. Indeed, the spatio-temporal sparsity of altimetric data prevents to estimate accurate slopes which may be
insufficient to capture the influence of hydraulic controls (see Sec. 3.1 and Fig. 2).
Moreover, we seek a method that is easily adaptable if new satellite or in situ measurements are available.435

Those missing hydraulic quantities can be extrapolated from the calibrated hydraulic model (see Sec. 2.1) at any
time given hydrological forcings and at each numerical node over the whole river network domain. It enables to
simulate, physically meaningful WSE, slopes and discharges in coherence with both altimetric observations and
hydrological inflows.
The hydraulic quantities simulated by this river network model are analyzed here. Such a hydrological-hydraulic440

model of a river network, integrating multi-satellite altimetry data via assimilation, can be viewed as a powerful
spatio-temporal extrapolator.
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3.3.1 Hydraulic quantities from the calibrated river network model

The WSE Zsw simulated with the calibrated river network model are relatively close to the altimetric observations445

Zobs (see Fig. 4): the average difference is about 53cm and on the bottom of Fig. 4, more than 80% of the points
are within the interval Zobs ± 1m. Moreover, just a few points are out of the interval Zobs ± 2m. Fig. 4 highlights
that the Zsw out of the interval Zobs ± 1m are mostly on the Rio Branco and especially at one particular virtual
station (denoted by a blue rhombus on Fig. 4).
These errors are consistent with those found in other studies (e.g. O’Loughlin et al. [2020], Pujol et al. [2020]) and450

recall that between 0.2 and 1.5 m height error are often reported for altimetric data over rivers (e.g. Kittel et al.
[2021], Ricko et al. [2012], Schwatke et al. [2015], Silva et al. [2010]). Moreover, these errors have been reduced for
last generation satellites.
The flow modeling errors stem from the following uncertainty sources: (i) the modeling hypothesis with respect
to real flow physics, (ii) inflow discharges from the regionalized MGB hydrological model, (iii) simplified channel455

geometry, (iv) satellite data errors.
Note that on the figures 5, the river network model seems to underestimate the WSE in comparison with the ob-
servations, which may come from the calibration time window. For example, the misfits of more than 2m between
some simulated and observed WSE are all located at one station denoted by blue rhombus on the figures 4 (located
on the Rio Branco at x = 643km) and may stem from combined uncertainties (as previously mentioned). Finally,460

the calibrated hydraulic network model can be seen as a way to get physically meaningful flow lines that go through
a noisy altimetric data cloud.
The simulated outputs of the river network model contain real-like flow complexities such as stage-discharges hys-
teresis, as shown on the left of Fig. 5 for some virtual stations. It illustrates the hysteresis from the Zsw, Qsw
hydraulic model outputs, which stems from variable backwater effect or transient flow. Recall that our hydraulic465

network model is inflowed with 37 discharge hydrographs representing different temporal signals of mass input that
can be responsible for complex upstream-downstream propagation of information and corresponding WS signatures
(cf. analysis in Pujol et al. [2020] on the Negro River). For example, the inflow signal from a tributary can be out
of phase with the one of its confluent and responsible for variable backwater as it is the case downstream of the
Negro River as highlighted on Fig. 5a downstream of the Negro River at x = 250km. Figure 6 summarizes the470

spatio-temporal variability of the flow lines simulated on the two river network branches along with inflow points
and confluence location.
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Figure 4 – Comparison of simulated and observed water surface elevations at virtual stations on the whole dataset
using the calibrated river network model. For each VS station a different symbol is used, in blue for the Rio Branco,
in green for the downstream segment of the Rio Negro and other colors for the upstream segment of the Rio Negro.
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Figure 5 – Simulated stage-discharge hysteresis at the hourly time step over the whole time period
of 4 hydrological years investigated (Zsw versus Qsw) (left column) and temporal variations of
simulated versus observed water levels (Zsw, Zobs) and simulated discharge Qsw (right column) at
virtual stations of interest.
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3.3.2 Slope computations

One crucial flow variable needed for estimating discharge from SFD laws is the downstream WS slope S. The475

river network model calibrated on sparse multi-satellite data provides flow lines including nonlinear spatio-temporal
variations and stage-discharge hysteresis induced by the considered hydraulic controls. In order to investigate the
impact of the slope estimation on the SFD laws, the following WS slopes are then derived at different scales using
the flow lines of this river network model.

• Hydraulic (fine) scale: a slope calculated at fine spatial scale from the numerical grid of our numerical river480

network model, between two successive nodes whose spatial spacing is ≈ 300m. Because of the fluvial nature
of the considered flows and downstream hydraulic control, the slope is estimated from simulated WSE Z with
a standard downstream finite difference at a given time. This fine scale estimate of the slope will be denoted
Sfs. It is the finest slope that can be estimated here using the free surface elevation simulated with the 1D
Saint-Venant network model at the numerical grid scale.485

• Reach (large) scale: a reach averaged WS slope such as those expected from the future SWOT mission -
averaging at several kilometers in length of a river to reduce measurement noise (see Rodríguez et al. [2020]).
The estimation of the slope at this scale is computed by averaging the fine scale slope, computed previously,
over a 10km reach downstream within the altimetric grid. This estimate of the slope will be denoted Sls.490

In the context of rivers’ altimetry, a large scale slope Sls,σ including synthetic measurement errors is also
considered.

The resulting WS slopes are summarized on Fig. 7 and show real like spatial and temporal variations. The
difference between the large scale and the fine scale slope stems from the WS curvatures, due to hydraulic controls
[Montazem et al., 2019], on the averaging length.495

Note that the slope at the finest scale (on the top of Fig. 7), is discontinuous because the Strickler friction coefficient
is set to be piecewise constant (see figures 3) and each lateral inflow also introduces a small discontinuity. Under
the low Froude assumption, the momentum equation of the Saint-Venant system (1) is Sf = S+ 1

gAklatUqlat, which
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Figure 7 – Slope signatures simulated by the calibrated 1D Saint-Venant river network model over the Rio Negro
and Rio Branco for high and low flow: WS slopes at fine scale (downstream finite difference on the numerical grid)
and spatially averaged at "SWOT reach scale" (10km averaged slope in the altimetric grid). Corresponding Froude
numbers are given in the lower pannel.

indeed implies the slope is discontinuous at the locations of the inflows. However, we suppose that the inflows are
located between the reaches and we focus on the inside of those reaches. As said previously, the Sls reach scale500

slope is computed here at a 10 km downstream averaging length of the fine scale slope, inside the altimetric grid not
to create artificial slopes variations between slope discontinuities (see the calibration grid of the Strickler coefficient
in Fig. 3). The noised large scale slope Sls,σ is computed as Sls but using WSE plus Gaussian noise N (0, σ2) with
σ = 10cm.
Locally (at a VS), the difference between the large scale and the fine scale slope (both on the top figures of Figs. 8a,505

8b, 8c and 9) keeps, on the whole time window, the same sign. It can be explained by the fact that the curvature
keeps locally (downstream of the VS) the same sign on the whole time window. Hence, one can deduce a trend
between the fine and large scale slope. The link between the WS curvature and hydraulic control is studied in
details in Montazem et al. [2019].

3.3.3 Extrapolation of the discharge510

The altimetric WSE Zobs and the reference discharge Qsw from the river network model are used to calibrate SFD
laws. Consequently, the calibrated SFD will take into account the noisy altimetric data and produce model-like
discharge estimates. In Mansanarez et al. [2016], the discharge target used for SFD calibration stems from in situ
measurements whose error is estimated to be a Gaussian noised with a given standard deviation σm. Assuming the
measurements errors and the rating curve errors are independent, the standard deviation of the distribution of Q is515

chosen here as: µQ =
√
σ2
m + σ2

sfd. In the context of extrapolating hydraulic variables from the network model, the
standard deviation of the reference discharge is obtained from the output of the network model and hence depends
on all uncertainties introduced by and in the model.
The numerical experiment design is detailed hereafter, including the choice of SFD parameter sets to optimize.
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4 SFD calibration and analysis520

We now present the investigations on the calibration of SFD laws and their use for discharge estimation. The spatio-
temporal extrapolation of hydraulic quantities is performed using the river network model optimally combined with
the satellite altimetric observations of the complex Negro-Branco River network.

4.1 Numerical experiment design
An experimental design is proposed to investigate the calibration of SFD laws from altimetric data Zobs and target525

discharges Qsw and WS slopes S simulated with the Negro-Branco River network model used as a spatio-temporal
extrapolator (see Sec. 3.3). Tests are performed at some VS representing different flow complexities, using more or
less SFD parameters in calibration as explained here.

4.1.1 SFD and SD variants considered

In order to investigate the ability of SFD laws to capture flow variabilities, the calibration of the general SFD model530

(5) and the resulting performance in the estimation of the discharge are studied considering various parameters sets
η. Several configurations are tested with more less SFD parameters optimized at the same time, from a classical
SD relationship (see Mansanarez et al. [2016], Paris et al. [2016]) with η = (α, γ, bsfd) and δ = 0 to the complete
set of SFD parameters η = (α, γ, δ, bsfd) including a free exponent for the slope (see η sets considered in Tab. 2).
A SFD configuration with δ = 0.5, as the slope exponent in the low Froude model (4), is also tested. For all tested535

configurations, the exponent of the width is set to β = 1 so that the effective width (rectangular cross-sections from
satellite water masks here) is taken into account and the coefficients α can be compared to an effective Strickler
coefficient (hence denoted α in Tab. 3 for the sake of comparison).
A reference low Froude law is also calibrated using the fine scale WSE Zsw and the slope Sfs simulated with the
river network model. The resulting estimation of the discharge is the best estimation that a low Froude or SFD law540

can provide locally. Since only noise-free data are used, the gap between the discharge estimated by the reference
low Froude and by the river network model is only the results of the Low Froude hypothesis.
Parameter sets η of the SFD model (5) are estimated using the MCMC algorithm, which also provides uncertainties
on the estimated quantities. Since we also aim to investigate SFD parameters compensations arising when they are
optimized simultaneously, a deterministic nonlinear least square algorithm is also used3.545

The numerical experiments are summed up in Tab. 2 which details the parameters sets optimized along with the
input data considered for the various SFD laws, the reference and estimated discharge from the low Froude equation.

3the deterministic nonlinear square algorithm of the scipy.optimize library least_squares, see documentation https://docs.scipy.
org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.least_squares.html
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notation law parameters inputs
Qref (4) K Zsw, Sfs
Qsfd (5) (α, γ, δ, bsfd) Zobs, Sfs

(α, γ, δ, bsfd) Zobs, Sls
(α, γ, δ, bsfd) Zobs, Sls,σ
(α, γ, bsfd) Zobs

(α, γ, bsfd) Zobs, Sfs, δ = 0.5
QlFr (4) K Zobs, Sfs

K Zobs, Sls
K Zobs, Sls,σ
K Zobs

Table 2 – Summary and notations of the different discharge estimations performed with various SFD parameter
sets and inputs (hydraulic signatures including multiscale WS slopes).550

4.1.2 Selection of altimetric virtual stations for SFD estimation

The estimation of the discharge depends on the hydraulic context of a virtual station resulting in more or less
nonlinearities in the WS variabilities, including variable friction slope and stage-discharge hysteresis reflected in
WS slope signatures. Hence, the following three VS are chosen to illustrate diverse hydraulic contexts among the
S3A and J3 stations in function of flow signatures (see Fig. 7) and the hysteresis behavior.555

• A first station is chosen on the downstream part of the Rio Negro (or just above the confluence with the Rio
Branco), where the slope and the Froude number are rather low. On this section, the hysteresis behavior is
not negligible (due to the strong backwater of the Solimoes river on the Rio Negro, see Sec. 3.1).

• A second station is chosen on the upstream part of the Rio Branco, where the slope and the Froude number
are the highest. At this location, the hysteresis behavior is quite low and the left figure of Fig. 5c seems to560

be close to a power law between Z and Q.

• A third station is chosen on the far upstream part of the Rio Negro, where the Froude number is still quite
low but the slope is a bit higher. The relation between Z and Q (see left figure of Fig. 5b) is relatively linear
but there are important lateral inflows nearby (around 3 ∼ 5% of the total discharge at the inflow location)
with different temporal signals (implying the more complex structure of the stage-discharge hysteresis curve,565

see Sec. 3.3.1).

A S3B station is chosen to test the spatial extrapolation of SFD. A good candidate is a virtual station rather far
from any S3A or J3 station used for calibrating the river network model. Hence, the S3B station at x = 779km on
the Rio Negro is selected. At this S3B station, the calibrated hydraulic model reproduces quite well the altimetric
data not included in the calibration dataset of the river network model (see Fig. 5d).570

These four stations are the one represented on Fig. 5.

4.1.3 SFD extrapolation scenarii

Scenarii are proposed here to test the influence of the time windows corresponding to S3A or J3 data (river network
model calibration period), and next S3B, on the resulting SFD parameters and discharge extrapolation capability575

in time:
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• (T1 ) a first time window (one year period) after the hydraulic model calibration (the 117 first days, see Sec.
3.2 and the black bars on Figs. 8 and 9);

• (T2-A) a second time window after the first one above to test the calibrated SFD laws with the remaining
altimetric data at S3A or J3 VS;580

• (T2-B) last, a time window corresponding to the use of previously calibrated SFD laws but with a new S3B
altimetric VS, not used for model construction and calibration, hence representing a spatial extrapolation
scenario.

4.2 Results
The calibration of SFD laws from altimetric data and hydraulic model outputs is investigated here following the585

method detailed in Sec. 2.3.2 and Sec. 3.3 over the experiments described in Sec. 4.1. First, the calibration of
SFD laws is investigated in terms of discharge estimation efficiency, and then regarding the inferred values of SFD
parameters. The estimates of the discharge are compared to the reference one from the calibrated river network
model at the four stations of interest using metrics described in Sec. A (see Figs. 8 and 9), as well as the hydraulic
parameters obtained with different SFD laws compared with those of the low Froude model (see Tab. 2).590

4.2.1 Performance of discharge SFD

The comparison of the estimated discharge time series with uncertainties (see Figs. 8 and 9) and the related scores
(see Tab. 3) shows overall good discharge estimates for the 4 virtual stations. The NSE (Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency
coefficient) obtained with the different SFD sets is of the order of 0.9 or more. Moreover, considering the WS slope
improves the estimation especially for two stations. Note that overall, the coefficients of the standard deviations595

σ1 and σ2 (see Sec. 2.3.2) imply that the estimated discharge uncertainties are larger for higher discharges. Note
that unsurprisingly, the discharge estimated with the calibrated Low Froude model based on river network model
outputs (including unobservable water depth and hydraulic radius) gives nearly perfect discharges in the present
case.

600

For each virtual station considered, the SFD performances remain comparable for the successive time windows
considered in our experiments, including temporal extrapolation at S3B station. Performance decrease can be
noted around t = 1200 days for the VS on the Rio Branco station at x = 736km, with underestimates of high
discharges (see Fig. 8c). The RMSNE (Root Mean Square Normalized Error) ranges between 24 and 29% and
the NSE between 0.81 and 0.68, which is less accurate than at the 3 others VS. This performance decrease might605

be attributable to the misfit between river network model and altimetric data (see Fig. 5c) as highlighted by the
nearly perfect discharge estimate obtained with the low Froude model and river network model outputs only (red
points on Fig. 8c). The misfit between altimetric Zobs and simulated Zsw (see analysis in Sec. 3.3.1) seems more
important at low flows. Given the higher number of observations points at low flows, this misfit impacts the SFD
calibration resulting in lower prediction capability for high flows. This is highlighted by the coefficients of the610

standard deviation: σ1 is rather high (in comparison to other SFD obtained), σ2 is negligible, which coupled with
the wide range of discharges implies larger uncertainty envelops for high discharge.

The benefit of considering the WS slopes in the SFD is highlighted for each of the 4 stations in terms of dis-
charge performance, fine scale Sfs and large scale Sls slopes or no slope - i.e. a SD law - (see Figs. 8 and 9). At615

the station downstream of the Rio Negro (x = 250km, see Figs. 8a and 5a), the NSE and RMSNE (see Tab. 3) for
the different SFD laws show that using the slopes computed with the river network model improves the discharge
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estimation: the NSE is greater than 0.99 and the RMSNE less than 2.5% when the fine and large scale slopes are
used. On the other hand, the NSE is around 0.826 and the RMSNE is around 9% without slope (i.e. with δ = 0).
Moreover, at this station, the uncertainties envelops are rather small and constant (σ1 is negligible and σ2 rather620

small) using fine scale Sfs or large scale Sls slopes while the uncertainty envelop obtained without slope is larger
and depends on the discharges. At the other stations, the NSE and RMSNE for the SFD discharges are also better
when Sfs and Sls are used but the difference is smaller: except for the Rio Branco VS, the difference with and
without slope estimation is less than 0.73% for the RMSNE and less than 0.02 for the NSE.
Hence, when the flow is affected by a backwater effect, the slope improves the estimation of the discharge while625

when the flow is not affected by a backwater effect, the SD or SFD laws provide comparable discharge estimates.

Concerning the spatio-temporal extrapolation of SFD, the results at the S3B station (Rio Negro x = 779km,
see Figs. 9 and 5d) are also accurate and comparable to those at other stations: the RMSNE is between 9% and
10% and the NSE is around 0.85. Hence, the discharge extrapolation is good in the present case where the fit of630

the river network model with these new altimetry data is correct (as mentioned in Sec. 4.1.2). Enough hydraulic
controls may already be represented in the river network model for the present extrapolation. This is further studied
in Discussion section.

635

4.2.2 Analysis of the SFD coefficients

The computed SFD coefficients are presented in Tab. 3 and analyzed against the reference ones from the low
Froude equation (4). When the fine scale Sfs or large scale Sls slopes are used, and except on the Rio Branco
station, the estimated SFD coefficients, especially γ, δ and bsfd, are rather close from the corresponding values in
the low Froude model: between 0.322 and 0.517 for δ, between 1.631 and 2.104 for γ and less than 1.5m from the640

reference bathymetry for the effective bathymetry elevation bsfd (for the reference low Froude bsfd = zb, with zb
the bathymetry of the river network model).
Moreover, when the slope is considered noised or not, the value of α and δ are much lower. Since the slope is less
accurate, the value of δ is lower (or 0 if no slope is considered). Because of the magnitude of the slope (between
10−6 and 10−4), the coefficient α is also lower to compensate the magnitude of the slope. This trend and magnitude645

of α can be retrieved in Mansanarez et al. [2016] between the SD and SFD relationships. In our cases, bsfd and γ
also vary and compensations with other parameters exist.

Considering the VS on the Rio Branco, the coefficients are rather different from the trends analyzed above. When
η = (α, δ, γ, bsfd) (i.e. a slope estimation is considered with a free exponent δ), the estimated δ is nearly equal to 1650

and the coefficient α becomes large. The coefficient δ is constrained between 0 and 1 (see Sec. 2.3.2) to avoid large
non-physical values - we find δ ≈ 4 when using unconstrained minimization.
As mentioned previously, at this station, the misfit between Zobs and Zsw is significant at low flows and impacts
the calibration of SFD coefficients. Note also the the variations in time of the WS slope that are nearly correlated
to the variations in time of the WSE. Using altimetric WSE Zobs and simulated slopes and discharges results in655

rather low γ values, compared to those at other VS. This calibration compensates the misfit between the observed
and the river network model WSE with the slope that is consistent with model discharges Qsw. This compensation
implies this high coefficient δ.
This trend is confirmed by the SD law (with δ = 0) that provides more physical coefficients - even though the NSE
and the RMSNE are not as good as for the other stations: the noisy WSE observations can not be compensated by660

the slope in such case. This is also supported by the very close K values of both the calibrated river network and
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reference low Froude models.
For the SFD with δ = 0.5, the coefficient α is always either rather low with high value of γ and of bsfd, or rather
high with low value of γ and of bsfd. It can be explained by the fact that a deterministic algorithm is used with
the only constraint that α, β, δ, γ must not be negative. Without more constraint, the coefficients compensate each665

other. If some more restrictive constraints near the physical values are added (even just on one coefficient), then
these physical values are nearly retrieved and the performance are almost the same. This is further studied in
Discussion section.

Overall, the coefficients of the SFD laws obtained with our method are rather consistent with the coefficients670

given by the low Froude law (4) under the wide rectangular cross-section assumption. Some compensations appear
in case of poor constraint on SFD parameters and/or of noisy altimetric observations. In Mansanarez et al. [2016],
the coefficients of the SFD laws obtained are closer to the coefficients given by the low Froude law (4) than ours.
This comes from the fact that their prior estimations are based on in situ measurements of known accuracy. Hence,
they can estimate more constraining standard deviations. On the other hand, the satellite data does not provide675

such estimations and the standard deviations of the prior distributions are larger (see Sec. 2.3.2). Hence, the
coefficients of our SFD laws tend to deviate more from the coefficients of the low Froude law in comparison of the
coefficients found in Mansanarez et al. [2016].
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(b) x = 612km, Rio Negro (S3A VS).
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Figure 8 – Simulated time series of hydraulic variables and discharges inferred from SFD and J3 or
S3A altimetric data at the VS of interest using multi-scale WS slopes (fine and SWOT reach scales,
see Sec. 3.3.2). Comparison to reference discharge Qref given by the low Froude model and "true"
discharge of the river network model Qsw. The red envelops correspond to 95% uncertainty intervals
computed from the distribution given by the MCMC algorithm. Vertical black lines delimit the
calibration time window for the SFD laws and low Froude model.
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Figure 9 – Simulated time series of hydraulic variables and discharges inferred from SFD and altimetric data at
S3B VS on the Rio Negro at x = 779km, using multi-scale WS slopes (fine and SWOT reach scales, see Sec. 3.3.2).
Comparison to reference discharge Qref given by the low Froude model and "true" discharge of the river network
model Qsw. The red envelops correspond to 95% uncertainty intervals computed from the distribution given by
the MCMC algorithm. Vertical black lines delimit the calibration time window for the SFD laws and low Froude
model.
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Sfs Sls Sls,σ=0.1 δ = 0 Sfs, δ = 0.5 low Froude ref
α 18.94 17.71 0.18 0.06 524.73 39.35
γ 1.67 1.68 1.21 1.45 0.96 5/3
δ 0.44 0.43 0.03 0 0.5 0.5

Rio Negro bsfd (m) 5.47 5.48 4.06 2.48 11.44 3.98
x = 250km σ1 2.6× 10−5 1.63× 10−9 4.37× 10−9 8.99× 10−2

σ2 4.44× 102 4.47× 102 1.96× 103 7.22× 10−46

NSEQsfd
0.99 0.99 0.83 0.81 ≈ 1 ≈ 1

RMSNEQsfd
2.48% 2.49% 8.49% 8.99% 1.69% 0.32%

α 3.87 7.09 0.02 0.06 10−3 29.54
γ 1.63 1.66 2.11 1.68 4.5 5/3
δ 0.32 0.38 0.01 0 0.5 0.5

Rio Negro bsfd (m) 17.68 17.38 15.03 17.09 0.87 16.53
x = 612km σ1 9.62× 10−2 9.56× 10−2 1.75× 10−11 ×10−1

σ2 3.25× 10−2 5.99× 10−3 1.75× 103 1.06× 10−2

NSEQsfd
0.73 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.74 ≈ 1

RMSNEQsfd
9.62% 9.56% 10.29% 10.03% 9.19% 0.24%

α 4602.42 4412.12 2858.11 0.29 216.92 19.96
γ 1.231 1.214 1.156 1.533 0.648 5/3
δ 1.0 1.0 0.95 0 0.5 0.5

Rio Branco bsfd (m) 55.27 55.27 55.27 55.27 57.29 53.77
x = 736km σ1 2.41× 10−1 2.37× 10−1 2.55× 10−1 2.94× 10−1

σ2 2.07× 10−27 5.37× 10−91 1.1× 10−32 5.9× 10−4

NSEQsfd
0.81 0.81 0.76 0.69 0.83 ≈ 1

RMSNEQsfd
24.12% 23.67% 25.51% 29.42% 33.36% 0.16%

α 4.14 6.14 0.01 0.03 10−3 13.04
γ 2.1 1.97 2.21 2 4.17 5/3
δ 0.52 0.51 ≈ 0.0 0 0.5 0.5

Rio Negro bsfd (m) 24.71 25.57 22.99 24.46 11.8 24.12
x = 779km σ1 9.47× 10−2 9.47× 10−2 9.86× 10−2 9.83× 10−2

σ2 2.21× 10−1 1.55× 10−1 8.01× 10−15 2.71
NSEQsfd

0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 ≈ 1
RMSNEQsfd

9.47% 9.47% 9.86% 9.85% 9.4% 0.06%

680

Table 3 – Coefficients and efficiency criteria (see Sec. A) obtained with SFD on the calibration time period at
the 4 VS of interest, in bold face the coefficients imposed by physical a priori (slope exponents δ) or given by the
reference low Froude model from river network model outputs (last column). In all cases, the width exponent β = 1
(rectangular cross sections in the reference river network model).

5 Discussions
Having investigated the computation of SFD laws at virtual stations in contrasted hydraulic contexts, we discuss
in this section the spatial variability of the SD coefficients, estimation issues for real river bathymetry and also the
use of dynamic water masks. Finally, we discuss the applicability of the method with the future SWOT data.685
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5.1 AMHG analysis of Negro-Branco SD coefficients
In an attempt to relate river discharge to flow vein features, At-a-station Hydraulic Geometry (AHG) relationships
were proposed in Leopold and Maddock [1953]. Using log linearization of hydraulic geometry expressed in water
depth at different locations along a river gives the so-called AMHG [Gleason and Smith, 2014]:

1
lnQ(x, t) ln(h(x, t)) = 1

lnQ(x, t) ln(c(x)) + d(x) (6)

In Gleason and Smith [2014], the coefficients of the AHG relationships are computed over many stations (AMHG690

relationships) and a log-linear correlation of those coefficients is highlighted. This representation is applied to our
discharge laws.

The AHG coefficients c and d of the AHG relation h = cQd are obtained at all virtual stations on the Negro-
Branco River network from the outputs of the river network model using a linear least square algorithm. The linear695

trends between log(c) and d from the AMHG analysis is then computed over the three main reaches (see Fig. 10),
i.e. between the main flow variations upstream and downstream of the Negro-Branco confluence, using a linear
least square algorithm.

In Paris et al. [2020], the hydraulic geometry h = cQd is highlighted as equivalent to a SD relationship: as-700

suming (5) with β = 0, δ = 0 and bsfd = zb then α = c−
1
d and γ = 1

d . Once the relation established by AMHG
between c and d (equation (12)) is computed over a reach, one can check that a newly added SD relationship satisfies
the trend in order to validate the SD relation.
From this analysis, one can even spot the SD with problematic coefficients or lower quality: for example, the Rio
Branco VS at x = 736km provides lower quality SFD and SD laws (because of the misfit between the river network705

model and observed WSE, see Sec. 4.2) and is visible as the red square (the most right one) on 10 (rather far from
the blue line).
However, this AHG relationship is a power law between h and Q. Hence, the resulting estimation of the discharge
will not take into account the effect of the slope, which is crucial when the flow is affected by backwater effect.
Moreover, it implies the bathymetry is needed to estimate h from the satellite observation. At last, computing the710

coefficients of a local AHG relationship from an already existing AMHG relationship is difficult. As a matter of
fact, a simple way to infer a priori values for AHG coefficients is highlighted in Paris et al. [2020]. However, the
uncertainties behind turns it almost impossible to generalize with no prior information.
The AMHG method represents an interesting analysis tool of the SD laws coherence.

5.2 Influence of hydraulic controls and water masks on SFD715

The SFD estimation has been investigated on the Negro-Branco River network representing a complex case, yet with
rectangular cross-sections and channel flow controls (bathymetry-friction) defined at the virtual stations. A real
complex river geometry is now considered in order to investigate SFD estimation in presence of fine scale hydraulic
controls due to the complex river geometry including cross-sections of varying width.
A reach of the Garonne river downstream of Toulouse is studied (75km long reach during 90 days) (see. Brisset et al.720

[2018] and references therein, constant friction in space). We study the SFD estimate considering hydraulic quan-
tities simulated with a fine 1D hydraulic model (here equation (1)) built from the in situ Garonne data including
bathymetric surveys (non-rectangular cross-sections, see top figure of Fig. 11) and gauging stations records. Note
that the Froude number goes up to about 0.5 on the space-time domain which is higher than on the Negro-Branco
River. The SFD are calibrated with a deterministic algorithm (same as presented in Sec. 4.1.1) applied to the725
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Figure 10 – AMHG relationship applied to the outputs of the calibrated hydraulic model on the full Negro-Branco
river network over the whole simulation time window, c vs d in the AMHG relationship for the simulated h − Q
hydraulic geometry.

parameter set η = {α, β, γ, bsfd} with δ = 0.5 and using Z, S,Q and W from the river flow model (on the whole
time period). In order to avoid non-physical coefficient values because of compensations, we bound the coefficient
γ ∈ [0; 10/3]. The impact of considering width data or not is tested by setting β 6= 0 or β = 0.

The resulting SFD laws are accurate: overall the NSE is greater than 0.95 and the RMSNE is less than 7%.730

For only two reaches, less accurate SFD are found (around x = 19km and x = 24km) corresponding to issues
related to sudden overbank bathymetry enlargements - floodplain flows are not in the scope of this study.
The fine scale spatial variability obtained for the SFD coefficients (see Fig. 11) shows limited compensations, and
stems from the succession of rifle and pools reflected in both WSE and (fine scale) slopes signatures used for SFD
calibrations.735

The effective bathymetry determined that way is fairly good (RMSE, Root Mean Square Error, between bsfd and
b is around 1m, see Fig. 12). For similar discharge efficiencies, the riffle and pools are correctly retrieved in effective
bottom elevation bsfd only when the slope exponent is δ = 0.5 (see zoom on top figure of Fig. 12). In that case
(δ = 0.5), but when η = {α, γ, bsfd} (with or without width, i.e. β 6= 0 or β = 0) the pools bottom elevations are
underestimated. The effective bottom elevation is retrieved with better accuracy, including pools, when the SFD740

law free parameters are η = {α, bsfd} and using the δ = 0.5, γ = 5/3 as in the Manning-Strickler equation, setting
β = 0 for the width. Hence, compensations between SFD parameters are reduced when using hydraulic meaningful
values.
Moreover, using SFD laws estimated without width data, i.e. β = 0, results in comparable discharge estimation
efficiencies: overall the RMSNE and NSE are respectively less than 7% and greater than 0.95. It shows that745

considering width time series do not improve SFD performance in estimating discharge and effective bottom eleva-
tion. However, considering WS slope time series reveals to be crucial. Indeed, WS slope represents a fine hydraulic
signature containing both at a section and longitudinal channel-flow signatures. This highlights how valuable is
a river network hydraulic model for combining multi-source data including WSE and water masks to reproduce
nonlinear flow signatures arising from spatio-temporal combinations of flow controls with various influence length750

(along and against flow direction).

The ability of a flow model to simulate accurate WS signatures and especially meaningful slopes pertains to the
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Figure 11 – Deterministic SFD calculated on the fine scale Garonne River case downstream of Toulouse, France,
based on reference hydraulic model built on detailed bathymetry from in situ surveys (width profile on top panel
in flow cross sectional direction y). Spatial variations of river channel geometry (effective bottom elevation b and
inferred one b̃) and of the coefficients α, γ, bsfd of the SFD law (δ = 0.5 and γ ∈ [0, 10/3]). The dashed lines are the
values given by the low Froude equation (4) under the rectangular cross-section assumption.

representation of hydraulic controls. In the case of the Negro-Branco River network model, the segmentation of the
river is based on the grid imposed by the relatively sparse spatial sampling of altimetric VS. Hence, the question of755

the accuracy of the space extrapolation (illustrated over the S3B station in Sec. 4.2) is related to the question of
the hydraulic controls represented by this segmentation.
The impact of river segmentation on simulated flow signatures including slope is investigated in Montazem et al.
[2019] on the reach of the Garonne and also of the Negro River studied here. The authors proposed a segmentation
strategy preserving hydraulic signal. This strategy could be used for tayloring river models, at different scales760

depending on river network morphological features, in future works for example using the forthcoming SWOT ob-
servations of rivers profiles worldwide.
Note that physically sound representations of river networks flows signatures can also be obtained while assimilat-
ing noisy SWOT-like data using DassFlow-1D hydraulic model (e.g. Brisset et al. [2018], Garambois et al. [2020a],
Larnier et al. [2020], Pujol et al. [2020], Tuozzolo et al. [2019]). Therefore the present method for estimating SFD765

laws would also be applicable in that case.
Regarding operational applications, such network models fusing the available information represent pertinent anal-
ysis tools and enable to calibrate SFD laws. These SFD laws provide discharge estimations using the simulated
WS slopes given hydrological forcings. The computation time needed to run MGB on the full window is around
20 minutes, and the update with new forcings takes about 30 seconds. The computation time needed to run the770

DassFlow river network model over the Negro-Branco river network is about 40 seconds for a one year time period
and about 150 seconds for the whole time window presented in Sec. 3.1. Hence this method can provide (near-)real
time discharge estimation as long as the forcing is available as well as altimetry data.
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Figure 12 – Estimations of river channel bottom elevation using different SFD laws (5) with deterministic calibration
of their parameter set η = (α, β, γ, δ) for each river cross section using reference hydraulic outputs of the Garonne
River model: sd denotes the standard SD law (β = 0 and δ = 0, RMSEb = 0.24m), sfd denotes the full SFD
law with δ = 0.5 and β = 0 (RMSEb = 0.85m), γ=1.67

sfd denotes a full SFD law with δ = 0.5, γ = 5/3 and
β = 0 (RMSEb = 0.03m) that is the exponents of the Low Froude model (Manning equation (4) using WS slope).
The obtained river bottom elevations are compared to the one of the 1D hydraulic model obtained from in situ
bathymetry surveys.

6 Conclusion
This paper proposed a methodology to derive stage-fall-discharge laws aimed at operational discharge estimates at775

any point of a hydrographic network. Moreover, this method is amenable to reaches affected by variable friction
slope, hence affected by stage-discharge hysteresis. This methodology takes advantage of meaningful hydraulic
signatures simulated with a river network hydraulic model in coherence with multi-satellite data. The estimation of
the discharge is provided by SFD laws calibrated with discharges from the river network model and multi-mission
satellite altimetry data enabling operational estimation.780

A coupling between the river network hydraulic model DassFlow-1D [Brisset et al., 2018, Larnier et al., 2020] and
the large scale hydrological model MGB [Collischonn et al., 2007] is performed (following Pujol et al. [2020]) to
ensure hydrological consistency of water fluxes. It is applied in this paper on the Negro-Branco River network
Amazon basin, a case with complex morphology and hydrodynamics [Pujol et al., 2020], using a rich multi-satellite
dataset. The effective hydraulic model built from optical water masks is put in coherence with multi-mission785

altimetric data (Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A and -3B measurements between February 2016 to May 2019) through a
variational calibration of spatially distributed friction patches (see Garambois et al. [2020b]). The obtained river
network model fits the WSE on the calibration-validation period with a satisfying median accuracy of 53cm (80%
elevations below ±1m fit at observation times, similar height error reported e.g. in Silva et al. [2010]) in space and
time regarding potential altimetric uncertainties along with those from hydrological fluxes and effective channel790

bathymetry-friction on this ungauged basin. By means of data assimilation, given the noisy altimetric dataset and
our modeling hypothesis, an optimal numerical representation of river network WS signatures is obtained on the
segmentation imposed by altimetric spatial sampling in the present case. Such a model enables to extrapolate fine
scale reference discharges and WS slopes over the whole space-time domain which remains difficult from sparse
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altimetric data.795

The SFD laws obtained with the proposed method provide rather good discharge estimates with uncertainties and
the temporal and spatial extrapolation of SFD laws is successful. The obtained coefficients are consistent with the
estimate provided by the low Froude model (4) under the wide rectangular cross-section assumption. The spatial
extrapolation of SFD laws requires that the network model contains the main flow controls affecting the reach of
interest. As expected from flow physics, when the VS is affected by backwater effect, the best discharge estimation800

from altimetric data is provided by the SFD law using the fine scale WS slope. When the VS is not affected by
backwater effect, the SFD law performs well and a SD law, that is without considering water surface slope time
series, is also sufficient for an efficient discharge estimation. Using reference (nearly perfect) discharges computed
by a local low Froude model from hydrodynamic outputs (including unobservable reference flow area and friction),
the direct impact of altimetry measurement noise on SFD discharges is highlighted. For similar measurement noise,805

the SFD model can be as accurate as the Low Froude model, even for irregular channel geometry as shown on the
gauged Garonne case thanks to WS slope signatures.
WS slope is shown to be a crucial hydraulic signature for computing accurate discharge estimates with SFD laws
since it reflects both cross-sectional and longitudinal channel-flow nonlinearities. This is particularly highlighted
in the Garonne case, which takes into account fine variations in the channel shape from bathymetric surveys.810

Accurate discharge estimates are obtained with model derived SFD laws using WSE and slopes signatures that reflect
geometrical variabilities. As shown on this case, dynamic water masks would bring useful additional constraint for
building river network model which makes the proposed method adapted to tackle multi-satellite datasets and
derive SFD laws for operational discharge computations. It is adapted to a wide range of hydrological-hydraulic
complexities including stage-discharge hysteresis as for instance backwater affected reaches. The present SFD815

method is applicable to newly acquired altimetric data in time and space, from forthcoming altimetric missions
including SWOT data.
Further research could tackle improved representations of river networks and especially of the main flow controls
using hydraulic-preserving segmentations [Montazem et al., 2019] from multi sourced datasets as well as uncertainty
propagation. Real time estimates of discharge could be eased by using slopes estimators for example obtained using820

machine learning techniques trained with river network (models) following the intent of Larnier and Monnier [2020]
in a SWOT context. The present method could also be applied to 2D hydraulic models in coherence with multi-
source datasets.
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A Performance evaluation metrics
In order to evaluate the performance of the different estimates of Q, we define 4 criteria. The first is the Nash-Sutcliff
efficiency coefficient :830

NSEQ = 1−
∑ (Q−Qsw)2(

Qsw −Qsw
)2 (7)
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The second is the Root Mean Square Error [m3.s−1]:

RMSEQ =
√

(Q−Qsw)2 (8)

And the third and fourth are the Normalized Root Mean Square Error :

NRMSEQ =

√
(Q−Qsw)2

Qsw
(9)

and the Root Mean Square Normalized Error :

RMSNEQ =

√(
Q

Qsw
− 1
)2

(10)

B Performance evaluation on the stations
835

Sfs Sls Sls,σ=0.1 δ = 0 low Froude ref
W (m) 5853.708
zb (m) 3.979
Ksw 39.677
KlFr 40.378 39.966 8.135 0.036 39.348
α 18.943 17.709 0.184 0.057
γ 1.668 1.676 1.212 1.451
δ 0.435 0.433 0.031 0.5
bsfd (m) 5.468 5.479 4.062 2.479
σ1 ≈ 0.0 ≈ 0.0 ≈ 0.0 0.09
σ2 444.306 447.079 1959.641 ≈ 0.0
NSEQrc

0.991 (0.953) 0.991 (0.952) 0.826 (0.719) 0.805 (0.749)
RMSEQrc (m3.s−1) 444.8 (1515) 446.8 (1531) 1960 (3698) 2071 (3492)
NRMSEQrc 2.029% (7.082%) 2.039% (7.154%) 8.941% (17.28%) 9.448% (16.32%)
RMSNEQrc

2.481% (6.832%) 2.487% (6.898%) 8.485% (25.3%) 8.987% (24.23%)
NSEQlF r

0.954 (0.942) 0.949 (0.939) −1.28 (−1.031) 0.769 (0.775) ≈ 1
RMSEQlF r

(m3.s−1) 1008 (1676) 1056 (1716) 7084 (9933) 2255 (3309) 74.93 (62.72)
NRMSEQlF r

4.601% (7.834%) 4.818% (8.02%) 32.32% (46.42%) 10.29% (15.47%) 0.342% (0.293%)
RMSNEQlF r

6.687% (8.64%) 6.973% (8.88%) 35.68% (42.79%) 10.49% (22.98%) 0.32% (0.264%)

Table 4 – Coefficients and efficiency criteria (see Sec. A) on both the calibration and validation (in parenthesis)
time window for SFD and low Froude laws for the virtual station downstream of the Rio Negro (x = 250km).
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Sfs Sls Sls,σ=0.1 δ = 0 low Froude ref
W (m) 3844.449
zb (m) 16.53
Ksw 29.219
KlFr 26.932 27.974 16.055 0.063 29.538
α 3.87 7.094 0.017 0.063
γ 1.631 1.658 2.108 1.68
δ 0.322 0.379 0.006 0.5
bsfd (m) 17.679 17.382 15.03 17.089
σ1 0.096 0.096 ≈ 0.0 0.1
σ2 0.033 0.006 1752.623 0.011
NSEQrc

0.731 (0.774) 0.735 (0.782) 0.738 (0.663) 0.718 (0.724)
RMSEQrc

(m3.s−1) 1777 (2275) 1764 (2234) 1753 (2775) 1818 (2510)
NRMSEQrc 10.41% (13.09%) 10.32% (12.85%) 10.26% (15.97%) 10.64% (14.44%)
RMSNEQrc 9.616% (17.44%) 9.563% (17.09%) 10.29% (20.89%) 10.03% (19.53%)
NSEQlF r

0.718 (0.767) 0.732 (0.771) −2.324 (−1.174) 0.725 (0.694) ≈ 1
RMSEQlF r

(m3.s−1) 1817 (2310) 1772 (2288) 6243 (7052) 1795 (70522645) 38.11 (48.91)
NRMSEQlF r

10.64% (13.29%) 10.38% (13.17%) 36.55% (40.58%) 10.51% (15.22%) 0.223% (0.281%)
RMSNEQlF r

10.18% (18.15%) 9.994% (17.99%) 41.09% (44.79%) 10.42% (21.23%) 0.246% (0.285%)

Table 5 – Coefficients and efficiency criteria (see Sec. A) on both the calibration and validation (in parenthesis)
time window for SFD and low Froude laws for the virtual station downstream of the Rio Negro (x = 612km).840

Sfs Sls Sls,σ=0.1 δ = 0 low Froude ref
W (m) 926.0429
zb (m) 53.774
Ksw 20.028
KlFr 16.813 16.21 15.525 0.178 19.955
α 4602.418 4412.119 2858.112 0.287
γ 1.231 1.214 1.156 1.533
δ 1.0 1.0 0.946 0.5
bsfd (m) 55.274 55.274 55.274 55.274
σ1 0.241 0.237 0.255 0.294
σ2 ≈ 0.0 ≈ 0.0 ≈ 0.0 0.001
NSEQrc 0.809 (0.712) 0.809 (0.71) 0.756 (0.65) 0.685 (0.569)
RMSEQrc

(m3.s−1) 1051 (1487) 1050 (1492) 1187 (1640) 1349 (1819)
NRMSEQrc

33.91% (42.38%) 33.88% (42.52%) 38.32% (46.74%) 43.53% (51.85%)
RMSNEQrc

24.12% (28.97%) 23.67% (28.44%) 25.51% (31.44%) 29.42% (34.36%)
NSEQlF r

0.778 (0.71) 0.777 (0.709) 0.744 (0.675) 0.729 (0.66) ≈ 1
RMSEQlF r

(m3.s−1) 1133 (1492) 1135 (1496) 1214 (1580) 1250 (1616) 9.281 (18.94)
NRMSEQlF r

36.56% (42.54%) 36.62% (42.63%) 39.19% (45.04%) 40.33% (46.07%) 0.3% (0.54%)
RMSNEQlF r

34.7% (41.3%) 34.14% (40.41%) 31.37% (37.96%) 46.78% (55.58%) 0.152% (0.241%)

Table 6 – Coefficients and efficiency criteria (see Sec. A) on both the calibration and validation (in parenthesis)
time window for SFD and low Froude laws for the virtual station downstream of the Rio Branco (x = 736km).
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Sfs Sls Sls,σ=0.1 δ = 0 low Froude ref
W (m) 3170.011
zb (m) 24.138
Ksw 20.028
KlFr 10.491 10.471 10.204 0.063 13.035
α 4.135 6.144 0.012 0.027
γ 2.104 1.97 2.214 1.996
δ 0.517 0.509 0.0 0.5
bsfd (m) 24.714 25.569 22.991 24.46
σ1 0.095 0.095 0.099 0.098
σ2 0.221 0.155 ≈ 0.0 2.71
NSEQrc

0.852 (0.845) 0.852 (0.844) 0.859 (0.86) 0.859 (0.86)
RMSEQrc

(m3.s−1) 1622 (1692) 1622 (1694) 1584 (1608) 1585 (1609)
NRMSEQrc 10.25% (10.95%) 10.25% (10.96%) 10.01% (10.4%) 10.02% (10.41%)
RMSNEQrc 9.472% (10.96%) 9.471% (10.97%) 9.855% (10.6%) 9.852% (10.61%)
NSEQlF r

0.793 (0.763) 0.792 (0.761) −0.168 (−0.109) 0.836 (0.821) ≈ 1
RMSEQlF r

(m3.s−1) 1919 (2090) 1925 (2098) 4563 (4521) 1712 (1815) 8.419 (8.123)
NRMSEQlF r

12.13% (13.52%) 12.17% (13.58%) 28.84% (29.25%) 10.82% (11.74%) 0.053% (0.053%)
RMSNEQlF r

12.46% (15.07%) 12.5% (15.13%) 23.11% (24.34%) 11.67% (13.28%) 0.05% (0.049%)

845

Table 7 – Coefficients and efficiency criteria (see Sec. A) on both the calibration and validation (in parenthesis)
time window for SFD and low Froude laws for the virtual station downstream of the Rio Negro (x = 779km).

C AMHG
Hydraulic geometries from Leopold and Madock (1956) writes as:

W = aQbhg

h = cQd

U = eQf

(11)

with a, bhg, c, d, e, f being positive constants. As remarked by Leopold and Maddock [1953] and by definition of
discharge (for a rectangular cross-section) Q = WhU the combination of the three above equations gives ace = 1850

and bhg + d+ f = 1. This study also highlights that "similar variations in relation to discharge exist in length of a
river under the condition that discharge at all points is equal in frequency of occurrence". Using a log linearization
of those hydraulic geometries gives the AMHG relationships (see [Gleason and Smith, 2014], PNAS) rewritten here
so as to make clearly appear the spatial variability:

1
lnQ(x,t) ln(W (x, t)) = 1

lnQ(x,t) ln(a(x)) + bhg(x)
1

lnQ(x,t) ln(h(x, t)) = 1
lnQ(x,t) ln(c(x)) + d(x)

1
lnQ(x,t) ln(U(x, t)) = 1

lnQ(x,t) ln(e(x)) + f(x)

∀x,∀t, (12)
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D Usual parameterizations of flow resistance855

The discharge of gradually varied flows can be locally (at a cross-section) related to the friction slope and the flow
parameters can be empirically parametrized by any product of flow parameters with the appropriate coefficients.
Usual hydraulic friction parameterizations are recalled in the following table (inspired by Rodríguez et al. [2020])

parameter Manning Manning Shallow 1 Manning Shallow 2 Darcy-Weisbach Chezy
A 1 5/3 0 0 0
W 0 -2/3 1 0 1
Sf 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Rh 2/3 0 5/3 5/3 3/2
ρ−1 K K K

√
π2g
8fD

√
g

Ω

Table 8 – Usual parameterizations of hydraulic friction: significance and values of parameters pi and exponents αi
in general equation (3) adapted from Rodríguez et al. [2020].860

with fD the Darcy friction factor, Ω the Chezy flow resistance
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